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USB Camera Functions Are Improved!
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While using the event recording function*, recorded video files 
cannot be played in RUN mode.

Before

Videos can be played in RUN mode!After

I don’t know how to 
switch to Local mode...
I’ve got to call the 
manufacturer...

So why can videos be played?

Being able to play videos 
regardless of the mode is 
convenient!

Check the next page for details!

<Equipment operation>

Stop event recording

Add a macro for stopping and starting event recording in RUN mode 
to switches!

There’s a 
secret!

* The event recording function records video at all times and is used to save video from immediately 
before occurrence and resetting of an alarm.

USB camera

USB camera

The video player is 
improved too!

Responding to 
calls is tough...

If it is absolutely necessary to play a video, 
switch to Local mode and start the video player.

Equipment 
manufacturer

Operator

Resume event recording

<Checking video>

USB camera

Before, videos had to be in the 
specific folder to be able to 
play them, but now they can be 
in any folder!
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Until now, only landscape orientation 
was possible.

Try out the improved USB camera functions!

Macros to Use

News about the USB camera function

“USBCAM_REC STOP”

“USBCAM_REC START”

Just add this one macro 
line to each switch!
(Ver. 6.0.36.0 and later)

You can freely decide 
when to stop and 
resume recording!

Now you can use portrait orientation!
(Ver. 6.1.3.0 and later)
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By using these macros, you can also solve the problem of screen changeovers lagging 
while event recording is functioning!

Event recording functions at all times

Screen changeovers 
take time...

Execute these macros 
before and after screen 
changeover to interrupt and 
resume event recording!

There are lots of ways 
to build macros!

Snapshots can now be taken!
(Ver. 6.1.1.0 and later)

USB 
camera

or EXT0000

SNAP
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There are two methods for 
execution:

- Double-tap
- Macro command

USBCAM SNAP
USBCAM MEMORY

* For details, refer to the V9 Series Reference Manual 2 or 
the V9 Series Macro Reference Manual.
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